Be A Whale Scientist

Can you be a whale scientist?
Match the whales in this book to the whale
images and write the correct whale’s name
above their picture.

1. Whale’s name:____PORTER_____

This whale seemed to enjoy traveling and
exploring; He has been seen in northern
Norway and North America! The white scar
on his back makes his easy to identify.
This whale was first sighted in 1981.

6. Whale’s name:___CALVIN_____

Born in 1992 to Delilah. This whale has a
distinct scar across her back as well as
scar across her flukes. She has given birth
to 4 calves. Her first calf, born in 2005,
was named Hobbes after the comic strip
Calvin and Hobbes. She gave birth to her
4th calf in February 2020.

5. Whale’s name:___RUFFIAN_____

This whale has survived multiple
entanglements in fishing gear and has
many scars because of it. You can
watch a video of him being disentangled by scientists at:
https://bit.ly/GeorgiaWhaleRescue

2. Whale’s name:____MOGUL_____

This whale made the news in 2019 when he
was seen off the coast of France and Iceland having swam there from the East
Coast of the United States. He is identified by the callosity pattern on his head,
which looks like bumps you might go over on
a ski slope.

3. Whale’s name:____FIDDLE_____

4. Whale’s name:___CHURCHILL__

The name of this whale is another word for
“violin”. He has white spots and scars on his
back and enjoys searching for food in the
Bay of Fundy and Cape Cod Bay, but also
likes the Gulf of Maine.

This whale became famous all over the
world after scientists made several attempts to free him from entanglement in
fishing gear which left scars on his mouth,
flukes and blowhole. Sadly, scientists were
not able to completely free him from the
fishing gear. He was last seen in 2001.

